CapturePoint® for Your Workplace Assistant
Transform paper-based data into actionable information.
Hard copy in. Usable data out.
How many times have you had to recreate hard
copy data from ledgers, tables or text
to edit or reuse it? With CapturePoint on your
workplace assistant, you’ll save time and
create usable, searchable, shareable data
from hard copy documents.

36%
of staff
time is spent dealing
with admin tasks.*
*IDC InfoBrief

BEFORE
You have a hard
copy document or
numeric table to
edit or repurpose.

CapturePoint App

Scan and email
to a transcription
service or retype
yourself.

AFTER

It takes time
and work to
create editable
documents.

Edit, repurpose and
share as a searchable
PDF, Microsoft ® Word
or Microsoft Excel®
document.

Fast, secure and ready to transform
one of your most time-consuming—
yet critical—tasks.
With cloud-connected CapturePoint, you can securely scan and convert
paper to searchable PDF, Microsoft Word or Microsoft Excel documents
in English, French and four other languages. Instant, actionable results
are shared directly to email or any cloud-connected storage service like

Scan.

Transform.

Edit, search and share.

Dropbox™, Google Drive™, Microsoft SharePoint® 365 and many others.

There’s data trapped in your paper
documents. Set it free.

CapturePoint App

CapturePoint® turns your Xerox® workplace assistant into the world’s
fastest transcriptionist with its ability to transform even data-heavy hard
copy tables into searchable PDFs and Microsoft® Office editable formats.
No training—or typing—required.
Your workplace assistant
is ready and waiting.
Streamline workflows and tame
complex processes in any office setting
with Xerox ® ConnectKey ® Technologyenabled devices and apps for your
workplace assistant.

Community Organisations

Digitize

Transform

Repurpose

Scan any document—duplex or single-sided—
even data-heavy tables and spreadsheets in
English, French, Spanish, Italian, German
or Portuguese.

Output to searchable PDF, or editable Microsoft
Word or Microsoft Excel®. Send to email, fax or
share to your cloud service of choice.

Static information—once trapped in paper—
is now ready to reformat, reuse or repurpose.

Education
Government
Legal
Healthcare
Retail/Restaurants

Find out more at www.xerox.com/appgallery.
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